
 
 

 

 

New Fundamental Index Series Launched by                                              
FTSE Group and Research Affiliates  
- New and enhanced opportunities for investors 
  
 

New York– November 28, 2005 – FTSE Group (FTSE) and Research Affiliates LLC today 

announce that their innovative fundamental index series, the FTSE RAFI Index series, is now live. 

The series comprises 24 indices covering global markets, and includes the FTSE RAFI 1000, FTSE 

RAFI Global ex-US and the FTSE RAFI Canada Index. The unique offering puts FTSE and RAFI at 

the forefront of pioneering new indexing strategies for investors globally and carves out a 

leadership position in this space. 

 

Fundamental indexing selects, ranks and weights companies, not by market capitalization, but by 

financial fundamental measures of company size – including sales, cash flow, book price and 

dividends. This is a departure from traditional market capitalization weighted indexes, whose 

market value-based construction is susceptible to increases – and declines – in response to 

shifting investor preferences and expectations. Fundamental indexes, by contrast, show more 

stability in stock weightings and less volatility, helping to provide more favorable returns for 

investors. 

 

Analysis of the FTSE RAFI 1000 Index Series, which is comprised of US companies, shows a 

positive return of 34% over a five year period, compared to –8% from the S&P 500 and –4% 

from the FTSE US All Cap index over the same period.  

 

Recent RAFI studies indicate that fundamental indexes have produced consistently higher 

returns, at modestly lower risk, when compared to cap weighted indexes.  Fundamental indexing 

has caught the attention of PIMCO, Nomura Asset Management, PowerShares, Claymore 

Securities, CalPERS, the South Dakota Investment Council and other plan sponsors, asset 

managers and structured product issuers. 

 



 
 

 
“Our partnership with Research Affiliates is an important addition to FTSE’s expanding roster of 

respected and innovative partners,” said Mark Makepeace, CEO of FTSE Group. “Fundamental 

indexing is an alternative way to benchmark performance, and will provide new and enhanced 

opportunities for the investment community.” 

 

Rob Arnott, creator of the Research Affiliates Fundamental Index (RAFI) and chairman of 

Research Affiliates, LLC, added “The new FTSE RAFI Index Series will finally give investors a 

choice, between cap-weighted indexes and an alternative set of indexes that offer less volatility, 

and steadily rebalance to portfolio weights rooted in fundamental measures of company size.“ 

 

Additional FTSE RAFI indexes will be launched throughout 2006, expanding the series of 

fundamental indexes and broadening investment options for investors worldwide.  These will, 

over time, become available to investors through mutual funds, ETFs and active enhanced 

strategies.  PowerShares Capital Management, the first firm to offer a FTSE RAFI investment 

product to the marketplace, is scheduled to launch an exchange traded fund (ETF) on the FTSE 

RAFI 1000 in mid-December, which will trade on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE). 

 

The FTSE RAFI index values are carried on Reuters and Bloomberg data terminals and can be 

found at:   

 Bloomberg Reuters 

FTSE RAFI 1000 fr10 .ftfr10 

FTSE RAFI Global ex US frxlx .ftfrx1 

FTSE RAFI Canada  frcan .ftfrcan 

 

More information about the series, including constituent codes and performance history, can be 

found at www.ftse.com/rafi  

 
For more information, members of the media may contact: 

FTSE - New York 

Lynne Sims, FTSE Americas +1 212 641 6168 / lynne.sims@ftse.com or media@ftse.com  
 

Research Affiliates 

Rob Arnott, Chairman  +1 626 584 2101 / arnott@rallc.com 
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About FTSE Group 
FTSE Group is a world leader in the creation and management of indexes. With offices in Beijing, 

London, Frankfurt, Hong Kong, Madrid, Paris, New York, San Francisco, and Tokyo, FTSE Group 
services clients in 77 countries worldwide.  It calculates and manages the FTSE Global Equity 

Index Series, which includes world-recognized indexes ranging from the FTSE All-World Index, 

the FTSE4Good series and the FTSEurofirst Index series, as well as the prestigious FTSE 100. The 
company has collaborative arrangements with the Athens, AMEX, Cyprus, Euronext, 

Johannesburg, London, Madrid, NASDAQ and Taiwan exchanges, as well as Nomura Securities, 
Hang Seng and Xinhua Finance of China. FTSE and Dow Jones Indexes launched the Industry 

Classification Benchmark (ICB) in January 2005. 
 

FTSE indexes are used extensively by investors worldwide for investment analysis, performance 

measurement, asset allocation, portfolio hedging and for creating a wide range of index tracking 
funds. Independent committees of senior fund managers, derivatives experts, actuaries and 

other experienced practitioners review all changes to the indexes to ensure that they are made 
objectively and without bias.  Real-time FTSE indexes are calculated on systems managed by 

Reuters. Prices and FX rates used are supplied by Reuters.   
 

About Research Affiliates  

Research Affiliates, LLC, with its office in Pasadena, California was formed by Robert D. Arnott in 

2002 to engage in quantitative investment research designed to create innovative investment 
products. These products are primarily implemented and introduced to the market through 

affiliations with other firms. Research Affiliates currently has assets under management in excess 
of $US 8 Billion. Research Affiliates offers sub-advisory services, customized strategic investment 

consulting, and pioneering investment product development. 



 
 

 
 
 


